[The Identification of Lettuce Varieties by Using Unsupervised Possibilistic Fuzzy Learning Vector Quantization and Near Infrared Spectroscopy].
To solve the noisy sensitivity problem of fuzzy learning vector quantization (FLVQ), unsupervised possibilistic fuzzy learning vector quantization (UPFLVQ) was proposed based on unsupervised possibilistic fuzzy clustering (UPFC). UPFLVQ aimed to use fuzzy membership values and typicality values of UPFC to update the learning rate of learning vector quantization network and cluster centers. UPFLVQ is an unsupervised machine learning algorithm and it can be applied to classify without learning samples. UPFLVQ was used in the identification of lettuce varieties by near infrared spectroscopy (NIS). Short wave and long wave near infrared spectra of three types of lettuces were collected by FieldSpec@3 portable spectrometer in the wave-length range of 350-2 500 nm. When the near infrared spectra were compressed by principal component analysis (PCA), the first three principal components explained 97.50% of the total variance in near infrared spectra. After fuzzy c-means (FCM). clustering was performed for its cluster centers as the initial cluster centers of UPFLVQ, UPFLVQ could classify lettuce varieties with the terminal fuzzy membership values and typicality values. The experimental results showed that UPFLVQ together with NIS provided an effective method of identification of lettuce varieties with advantages such as fast testing, high accuracy rate and non-destructive characteristics. UPFLVQ is a clustering algorithm by combining UPFC and FLVQ, and it need not prepare any learning samples for the identification of lettuce varieties by NIS. UPFLVQ is suitable for linear separable data clustering and it provides a novel method for fast and nondestructive identification of lettuce varieties.